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SUMMARY
Darkness of the night sky background is required by many research experiments
during various portions of their flight. A method was originally developed for the
Trailblazer series to define launch windows that coincide with periods during which the
brightness of the night sky background results solely from the illumination produced by
the myriad of stars. Since this same method has proved useful to many other experi-
ments as well, a general description of the method and the computer program developed
to determine such launch windows are discussed. For any location between latitudes




For an increasing number of research experiments, maximum darkness of the
night sky background is required either during the launch of the vehicle, during the data-
gathering phase, or throughout the entire interval from launch to completion of the flight.
A method was originally developed for the Trailblazer series (ref. 1) to determine
vehicle launch windows that would coincide with periods when the sky background would
be no brighter than the average illumination produced by starlight. During such periods,
the brightness of the sky background would be approximately 2.15 x 10"^ lux (ref. 2).
This method was capable of defining such periods of darkness of the sky background to
an accuracy of 2 minutes for any location between latitudes 60° N and 60° S. It was
subsequently used to determine the launch windows of many other experiments where




GMT Greenwich mean time
h altitude, meters
N integer
LMT local mean time
AT elapsed flight time between launch and some event with regard to flight,
minute s
At difference in times of moonrise (or moonset) on any two successive days,
minute s
Az increase in zenith angle with altitude of astronomical phenomenon, degrees
X longitude, degrees
(p latitude, degrees
Xp meridian of a standard time zone at which local standard time equals local









Maximum darkness of the sky background at any specific location is assumed to
exist if the moon is below the horizon - after moonset and before moonrise - and the
sun's zenith angle is greater than or equal to 108° — after the end and before the
beginning of astronomical twilight. During such time periods, the brightness of the sky
background results from the illumination produced by the myriad of stars.
The local mean times of moonrise, moonset, and the end and beginning of astro-
nomical twilight for latitudes between 60° N and 60° S at the Greenwich meridian,
0° longitude, may be obtained from the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac
(ref. 3), which is published yearly approximately 16 months in advance. From data
listed in reference 3, the times at which these four phenomena, will occur at any location
other than Greenwich are determined to an accuracy of 2 minutes for all locations
between latitudes 60° N and 60° S. A plot of date and times of each of these four phe-
nomena results in the four curves shown in figure 1. For all times defined by points
which lie within the area enclosed by these four curves, maximum darkness conditions
will exist at the given location.
Twilight
The end and beginning of astronomical twilight is defined as the instant when the
true geocentric zenith distance of the center point of the sun's disk is 108°. For various
latitudes between 0° N and 60° N the local mean times of the end and beginning of astro-
nomical twilight at the meridan of Greenwich are given in reference 3 at 5 -day intervals
throughout the year, as shown in figure 2. Theoretically, interpolation is necessary to
obtain the local mean time of the end and beginning of astronomical twilight for other
days. Corrections for intermediate days are unnecessary, however, for the 2-minute
accuracy requirement. On any given day Dn and for a given latitude 0, the local
mean time of astronomical twilight at any meridian Xg is assumed to be equal to the
local mean time of astronomical twilight at Greenwich:
= LMTT(xG,(/>,Dn) (1)
The local mean time of astronomical twilight at any latitude {/>g is obtained by
assuming a linear interpolation between the two values of $ listed in reference 3 which
are nearer to 0g. The local mean time of astronomical twilight at a specific location
of latitude 0g and longitude Xg thus determined is denoted as LMTrpU>g,X]A
Times for astronomical twilight are listed only for northern latitudes in refer-
ence 3. For southern latitudes, these times are determined by means of correction
tables given at the bottom of the page of northern latitudes, as shown in figure 2.
Moonrise and Moonset
Moonrise and moonset are defined as the instant when the true geocentric zenith
distance of the central point of the moon's disk is
90°34' + S - (2)
away from the observer's zenith where
semidiameter of moon
horizontal parallax of moon
34' atmospheric refraction
Correction for intermediate longitude.- For latitudes between 60° N and 60° S, the
local mean times of moonrise and moonset at the meridian of Greenwich are tabulated in
reference 3. The times are listed for both northern and southern latitudes. Moonrise
and moonset occur later on each succeeding night by an amount which varies from about
5- to 1— hours, as shown in figure 3. Therefore, a longitude correction is essential in
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determining the times of moonrise and moonset for meridians other than Greenwich. To
the accuracies required by vehicle launch times, it is sufficient to assume a linear inter-
polation with longitude between the time of these events on two successive days. For any
given day Dn, the local mean time of moonrise at the meridian of Greenwich is denoted
as LMT]y[(XG>$>Dn)- The corresponding time on the succeeding day Dn+j is denoted
by LMTM(xG,$,Dn+i), and the corresponding time on the preceding day Dn_j is
denoted by LMT]y|(xG,0,Dn_]). Any meridian XE other than the meridian of
Greenwich is denoted by a positive sign if the meridian is west of Greenwich and by a
negative sign if the meridian is east of Greenwich. For any meridian XE other than
the meridian of Greenwich, the local mean time of moonrise for the day Dn, denoted by
],0,DnY is determined from the following equation:
where if XE > 0°
and if XE < 0°
LMTM(xE,0,Dn) = LMTM(xG,0,Dn)
At = LMTM(xG,0,Dn+1) - LMTM(xG,4>,Dn)
At = LMTM(xG,0,Dn) - LMTM(xG,0,Dn.!)
(3)
Correction to intermediate latitudes.- For each of the two values of <p listed in
reference 3 that are nearer to 0E, the local mean times of moonrise or moonset at
Xg are determined from equation (3). A linear interpolation with latitude is used to
determine LMTM(^Ej0E>Dn> the local mean time of moonrise or moonset at the given
longitude and latitude. If the local mean times of moonrise, moonset, and the end and
beginning of astronomical twilight thus calculated are plotted against date (as shown in
fig. 1), the area enclosed by the four curves then defines the local mean times when
darkness conditions will exist for that given location.
Altitude Corrections
The foregoing procedure determines the local mean times at which moonrise,
moonset, and the end and beginning of astronomical twilight will occur at ground level.
An increase in altitude produces an increase in the geocentric zenith angle necessary to
attain similar conditions of illumination. This increase in zenith angle (in degrees) with
altitude (in meters) is
Az = 0.0321 /h (4)
for small values of Az. (See, for example, ref. 2.) The elapsed time required to attain
the increase in zenith angle Az given by equation (4) is dependent on both the latitude of
the location and the apparent declination of the celestial body. For extreme altitudes and
latitudes such corrections are very complex. If altitude is a factor, use of the method
described herein should be limited to cases where the latitude of the location is between
45° N and 45° S and values of Az from equation (4) are 3° or less.
Altitude corrections for moonrise or moonset.- For small values of Az, a change
of Az degrees causes a difference in times of rising and setting of the moon of
AAz minutes (ref. 2) where
A A 1*f 2^ - 2* V1/2A = 4.14(cos*0 - smr6M)V • JM)
The value of the factor A is dependent on the apparent declination of the moon
which varies with time. For latitudes between 45° N and 45° S, the value of A never
exceeds 8.0, however. In the program described herein, a constant value of A equal
to 8.0 is used to eliminate the need for defining the value of 6jvj. This altitude correc-
tion of 8 Az is added to the time of moonset and subtracted from the time of moonrise.
This approach gives a conservative accounting for the moonrise and moonset
conditions for altitudes less than 9000 meters and latitudes between 45° N and 45° S.
Geometry problems encountered for other latitudes and altitudes exceed the scope of this
simplified approach. Thus, this method should not be used for altitudes greater than
9000 meters or for values of </>E greater than 45° N or less than 45° S.
Altitude correction for astronomical twilight.- The illumination produced by the
sun should be the problem of greatest concern. Based on data from reference 2, the
illumination of the sky background which exists at various zenith angles of the sun is
shown in figure 4. The times of three twilight conditions at the Greenwich meridian are
readily available in the form of tabulations from references 3 and 4. They are as fol-
lows: (1) civil twilight, corresponding to a sun's zenith angle of 96°; (2) nautical twi-
light, corresponding to a sun's zenith angle of 102°; and (3) astronomical twilight, corre-
sponding to a sun's zenith angle of 108°. The third condition, astronomical twilight, was
used as a boundary condition for the launch windows. As shown in figure 4, the illumina-
tion of the night sky background produced by the sun at astronomical twilight is approxi-
mately 6.7 x 10~4 lux, a value which is less than the illumination produced by starlight.
Thus, at a zenith angle of 105°, the illumination produced by the sun is still less than that
resulting from starlight and the altitude correction for twilight may be omitted where Az
is less than 3°. This corresponds to an altitude of 9000 meters or less.
LAUNCH WINDOWS
In general, the need for darkness conditions by any particular experiment should
fall into one of three basic categories. Darkness of the night sky background might be
required (1) during the launch operations of the flight, (2) during some data-gathering
phase or reentry phase occurring downrange, or (3) during the entire interval from
launch to termination of the flight. The geographic location of the particular event is
used to determine the local mean time at which maximum darkness conditions will pre-
vail for that location. To be of any practical use, however, these local mean times
must be expressed in terms of some standard or clock time, either Greenwich or the
local standard time of the launch site. The local standard time must be corrected by a
factor of AT to account for the elapsed flight time between launch and the arrival of the
vehicle at a particular point downrange.
Vehicle launch times are defined as the intervals during which the launching of the
vehicle will insure that the occurrence of some particular portion of the flight will coin-
cide with maximum darkness of the sky background. Such times are expressed as plots
similar to figure 1. The area enclosed by the four curves is called the launch window.
Conversion to Local Standard Time
The Greenwich mean time GMT at which moonrise, moonset, and the end and
beginning of astronomical twilight will occur at a specific location ($E,XE) *s determined
by adding the equivalent of Xg expressed in time to the local mean time of these events.
Thus,
GMT = LMT + r-j (5)
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The times of maximum darkness conditions at some point (<£E>XE) in terms of any stand-
ard time are as follows:
LST = GMT - U^) (6)
\15/
where Xp is the prime meridian for the standard time zone.
Determination of Launch Windows for Three Example Conditions
As outlined previously, the needs of various experiments will dictate the locations
for which darkness conditions are necessary. However, most of the factors likely to be
involved in the determination of launch windows for any individual experiment can be
illustrated by the following examples. The information necessary for the determination
of these example launch windows was given previously in figures 2 and 3. The ground
track of a vehicle which will be used as an example is shown in figure 5. It was con-
sidered to be launched from NASA Wallops Station along a flight azimuth of 130°. At
AT = 660 seconds after launch, reentry occurred at Q, a point downrange at latitude
30° N and longitude 65.3° W. Darkness of the night sky background might be required
(1) during the launch phase only, (2) 660 seconds after launch when the reentry occurred
at Q, or (3) during both launch and reentry. The launch windows which satisfy each of
these three conditions are shown in figures 6.
Maximum darkness conditions during launch.- Of the three example conditions,
the simplest to determine is the launch window for maximum darkness during the launch
phase of the flight. The local mean times of moonrise, moonset, and the end and begin-
ning of astronomical twilight are determined for the coordinates of the launch site and
converted to the desired standard times. The correct launch window is obtained by
plotting the standard times of these four phenomena against date. The launch window for
this condition, in eastern standard time, is represented by the area enclosed by the
dashed curves in figure 6.
Maximum darkness conditions downrange.- Other experiments may require dark-
ness conditions at some geographic location and time other than launch - for example,
during the reentry or data-gathering portions of the flight. The determination of launch
times which insure that this downrange event occurs during periods of maximum dark-
ness is similar to that for the maximum darkness conditions during launch. Times of
maximum darkness conditions are determined for the latitude and longitude of this down-
range event rather than the launch site, and they are corrected to the desired standard
time. But for this case, an additional correction must be made for AT, the elapsed
time in flight between launch and the downrange event. The local standard times of
moonrise, moonset, and the end and beginning of astronomical twilight must be corrected
by -AT. The launch window is obtained by plotting these corrected times against date.
The eastern standard times of these four limiting conditions at Q are corrected by
-AT of 11 minutes to obtain the correct launch window, which is represented by the area
enclosed by the solid curves in figure 6.
Maximum darkness conditions during entire flight.- For still other experiments,
maximum darkness conditions are necessary during the entire interval from launch to
termination. The launch window which satisfies these conditions is obtained by treating
the problem as a combination of the two previous cases. The launch window insuring
maximum darkness conditions at launch is computed as previously described and repre-
sented in figure 6 by the dashed curves. A second launch window, insuring maximum
darkness conditions at the end point of the flight is then computed and superimposed upon
the previous plot. Maximum darkness conditions will prevail during the entire interval
of the vehicle flight so long as the vehicle is launched during any time within the enclosed
area of both windows, which is represented by the shaded area of figure 6. Maximum
darkness conditions would exist at ground level during the entire interval of the ground
track shown in figure 5 so long as the vehicle was launched from NASA Wallops Station
during the launch window represented by this shaded area of figure 6.
APPLICATION OF METHOD
Frequently, difficulties with wind and weather conditions, with the vehicle, or with
the payload may cause delays in the countdown. It is often desirable to know what sacri-
fices, if any, would be made by exceeding the limits of a given launch window by a few
minutes. In the procedure discussed herein, the points which lie within some of the
individual windows but are not common to all are effective in determining critical fea-
tures associated with exceeding the limits of the launch window.
In the launch windows discussed in the preceding section, the points which lie
within the areas of one or the other of the windows, which insure maximum darkness
conditions at launch or reentry but are not common to both, may be roughly divided into
four areas. These four groups are designated by the letters A, B, C, and D in figure 6.
The significances of the launch times represented by points which lie within these
four groups are as follows:
A maximum darkness conditions would exist at reentry but launch would take
place prior to the end of astronomical twilight at the launch site.
B maximum darkness conditions would exist during launch but reentry would
occur after the beginning of astronomical twilight
C maximum darkness conditions would exist during launch but reentry would
occur after moonrise
D maximum darkness conditions would exist at reentry but launch would take
place prior to moonset
In the example case, the vehicle was assumed to be launched from NASA Wallops
Station toward the southeast. Thus, launching the vehicle at some time earlier than the
nominal launch window, as represented by points in groups A or D, would be more desir-
able than an extension of the launch time into area B. No extension of launch time into
area C could be tolerated.
For any particular experiment, darkness conditions might be required at one, two,
or more locations. Regardless of the number of locations at which darkness conditions
are needed, the launch window may be obtained by extending the method described pre-
viously. Darkness requirements at N different geographic locations and times during
a flight would result in N individual windows. The launch time which would insure
maximum darkness conditions at all N locations would be represented by points in
common to all N windows.
COMPUTER PROGRAM TO DETERMINE LAUNCH WINDOWS
The use of a computer is a big time-saver where launch windows-at several dif-
ferent sites are needed, since the basic information from reference 2 necessary for the
computations can be programed once and reused. A program for this purpose was
written in FORTRAN IV for use with the Control Data 6600 computer system at Langley
Research Center. Inputs required by the program are listed in the appendix and include
the times of the various astronomical events at the Greenwich meridian, the longitude of
the location at which darkness conditions are required, the prime meridian of the stand-
ard time in which launch windows will be expressed, the elapsed flight time from launch
to occurrence of the event, and the altitude for which corrections to moonrise and moon-
set are to be made. No corrections are made for intermediate latitudes.
A listing of the program and the inputs for and printout of data necessary to deter-
mine the launch window defined by the solid line in figure 6 are given in the appendix.
Input values for latitude and altitude are tested by the program. Those in excess of
values for which this program has been defined to be applicable will cause the program
to abort.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The method described herein has proved useful to many research experiments in
determining launch windows which coincide with periods of maximum darkness of the
night sky background. During such time intervals, the brightness of the night sky back-
ground results from the illumination produced by starlight. For any location between
latitudes 60° N and 60° S, these time intervals may be determined to an accuracy of
2 minutes by this method.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,




COMPUTER PROGRAM TO DETERMINE VEHICLE LAUNCH WINDOWS
In order to speed the calculations of launch windows, the method described in the
text was incorporated into a computer program (A2259), written in FORTRAN IV for use
with the Control Data 6600 computer system at the Langley Research Center. A com-
plete listing of the program is given in table I. The inputs required by the program are
as follows:
HOUR (I, J)





N specifies the time interval in days for the particular case.
ICODE is used to distinguish whether computations deal with sun or moon.










A array provides a 72 field label available for case identification on printout.
4. LAT, ALONG, CORK, KEY, DRTC, ALT, ISIGN
Format (13, 2F6.1, 13, F6.1, F10.1, 12)
LAT gives the latitude for which moon and twilight conditions are required.
ALONG gives the longitude for which the times of moon and twilight conditions
are required. West longitude is denoted by a plus; east longitude, by a minus.
CORK is the prime meridian Xp of the standard time in which launch windows
will be expressed. For example, CORR value used to obtain launch windows
in eastern standard time would be 75°.
KEY is used to indicate computations that should be repeated for different lati-
tudes using the same dates in the DAY array. KEY ^  0 causes program to
repeat for a second latitude.
DRTC gives the correction for elapsed flight time from launch to the occurrence
of the downrange event, AT. The value of DRTC used as input to the program
must always be positive.
ALT denotes the altitude in meters for which moonrise and moonset are to be
corrected.
ISIGN is used to designate whether computations deal with moonrise or moonset.
ISIGN = -1 indicates moonrise; ISIGN = 1 indicates moonset.
5. HOUR (I,J)
Format (3612)
HOUR array denotes the local mean time of twilight or moon condition at
Greenwich. Information is punched in form given in American Ephemeris and
Nautical Almanac (ref. 3), in hours and minutes.
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APPENDIX - Concluded
The launch window defined by the solid curves in figure 6 may be determined from
information found in figures 2 and 3. This same information in the form of inputs to the
computer program is shown in table n. The output which would be obtained from these
inputs is shown in table HI. A plot of this output results in the launch window defined by
the solid curves in figure 6.
Use of input values for altitude in excess of 9000 meters will cause the program to
abort and result in a printout similar to the one shown in table IV. Use of input values
for latitudes greater than 45° N or less than 45° S when 0 < h ^ 9000, will cause the pro-
gram to abort and result in a printout similar to the one shown in table V.
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TABLE I.- LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAM
HXUGR AM "A2259< INPUT , UU I P'J f , T A P E 5= 1 Nf 'UT , T APE6=C)oT PUT )
INTEGER "DAY
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c _ ...... " ..... "'__ _ ' _." ........ ~ ___ ~" ~_ _ ...... " ..... "
c " ............ ~~~ ", AL"T"= "ALTifuoE IN MET"E"R"S .....
" C DRTC =" 0 OH N RANGE 11 HE' COR R EC T H JN 1 N' H I NU T'ES"
"C " ""ISJGN_= -1 FOR MOONRITE AND »1 FUR M
"7" <* K E A 0(5 ,'l'd 0 1 N
 t IC OP £
" 100 FQRMAT(T4,12)
- ••~5"'ftEA'p'C57TO'nTD7nrm v i = i, NI
101 F 0 rt M'AT"C1"8'I^ ~)~
"" " R E AD ("5 tT03") A
103 FORMAT(T2A6") '.
3 00 R11A0 ( 5 , 102")"( rAT77TLO"i>ifGTC"0^ "^,"K"ErrDRTC t ALT .
102 FORMAT (r
.•< E A D ( '5't'i'OVl' ( ("H OUR ( I', J ) ,"j= 1 , 2") t 1 = 1 1 N )
1 0"4 " F 0 R M A T <3 '6\~ZY~ ~_
W K I'T E"( "6","20lD"A
2 0"0 F 0 3 M A T ( 1 H lTr2"A"6"/71
~ Hf<ITE(6V20T)DRTCTAL~r,TSTGN
2 03 " 'FOR "M AT ( 1HOT2TH"DDWN R A.NG
1 X 2 4 H S G O D F V n n [ T D C K'R~.~=TI'21
~WRITt"(6,201 ILAT, ALONG, CllRR
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) GO
'" ' IF( L A r . G T . " 4 i > ) GO T0
7 " J=.l '" ..... ' - ....... — '
DO 1VO K=l,IN ' " ...... . . . - . . . - — ...... - ...... ...... -- .. . . .
I F( M I NUTG( K '«• 1 y."GT".M"INUTE ( K ) ) GO "~TQ~~3~Q~ ....... " ........ "
M INUTEIK + 1 } =MINUTC(K4:lH-l''<'tO " ...... ------ ....... " ........ "
HEL T AT ( K ) = F LOAT ( MINUTE ( K> 1) -M I NUT'F(XT)"*"ArONG/3"6"0". ......
- R A W T ( K ) =MI N_UTE (K . r^-OELTAT ( K ) >I FIX TTArD'NG-CQRRl ^ V.-DRTC^CALT)
"M i 'N u 1 1 ( "K+ n =MTN
IF (RA'WT'{XT7'GT".~OT~G'0'~TO~T
T 1 1': r ( K ) =RA W T ( K ) «•"
OAf i: (K) =DAY { J-l )
GU ID 3 ""
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TABLE I. - LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAM - Concluded
IF ( RAW T ( K ) . LT . 1440> 'GO TTT"Z"
T I'M t ( K ) VfUvTr rK)-1440
J»~lT
GO TO 3
T I M E ( KT=R AWT( K")
OAT E ( K)=DAYT3)
J = J + 2
" GO" TO~Y5
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" I f( A A w T ( K )VG T .'0')~GO TQ~5 0
r I'M t ( K ) = RAa'T ( XT* r44"0
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I F'( KEV".'£'Q'.~0~)'~C'D~TO 't
GO .TO 300"
6 IF( LAT.Gf. '6 'O") GO TO 40 "'
I F t A L T . G T . 9 0 0 0 . ) GU TO ^5
D! 1 20' VK=Tf"Nf ~ ~ " _' ""
f)AT F ( K) =OAY {K) " " ~"
RAW T ( K ) =MI NUTE'( KI +|)EUTAT (XT'*-' IF IXTrA'tD'N'G-COft'R) <"t .-OK TC)
""M=0 ~ : """
i 3 " IF ( F A W T"{"K) .LT."60)~GUTQ'2 0
RA-.-»T (X) =
r
~ " "GO TO 25
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TABLE H.- COMPUTER-PROGRAM INPUTS FOR SAMPLE CASE
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0114011501160117011801190120012101220123012401250126012701280129
MOONRISE BEGINNING JAN. 14,1968




MOONSET BEGINNING JAN. 27,1968




BEGINNING OF ASTRONOMICAL TWILIGHT - BEGINNING JAN. 5, 1968




END OF ASTRONOMICAL TWILIGHT - BEGINNING JAN. 5, 1968
30 65.3 75.0 11.0
183918431846184918531857
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TABLE HI.- OUTPUT OF COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SAMPLE CASE
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TABLE HI.- OUTPUT OF COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SAMPLE CASE - Continued
MOONSET BEGINNING""JAN. "27, 1968
OGWiNRANGI: T 1M£ CORK. = 11.00""
ALTITUDE"= OVO SIGN" OF "ALTITUDE"CORR
LATITUDE L ONGITUO E~^ ST AWAR D~ T TMF"
TO 6573 75". 0
_STANDARO T IME DATE





TABLE HI.- OUTPUT OF COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SAMPLE CASE - Continued
t i lGlNNING OF " A S T R O N O M I C A L " Tu lL ' IGHT" -"BEGINNING"" JA'N.' "S,
GC TIMi ; . COHrt. ' = 11.00
A L T I T U D E ^ 0.0 " S I G N OF "ALTITUDE COKK. =-0
LAT ITUDE •"-"" LONGITUDE " " S T A N D A R D TIME
STANDAKD TIME" ~" " DATE
HOUK MINUTE MON. OAY
54
55 110





30 "" " """ 65.3 75VO""
TABLE m.- OUTPUT OF COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SAMPLE CASE - Concluded
EML) UF ASTKUNlMfCAL TWILIGHT - tiETGTNNfNG J'A'NT"?", 19~6a
TIME'CORR". =~Tl.O"0~
ALTTTUDE~= IT, T I T U
L A T I T U D E
._._ ...3flj
STANDARD TIME_


















TABLE IV.- SAMPLE OF OUTPUT OBTAINED IF INPUT VALUE
FOR ALTITUDE EXCEEDS 9000 METERS
MUGNKISE BEGINNING JAN. 14,r96"8"
:00*NRANGE T I ME" "CORK"." = 11.00
ACTITOD"E~=~~TO"OT)'OVO~
L A T I TUOE ITONGTITODI STAWA~RD~TT>TE~
STANDARD TIME DATE
HOUR MINUTE MON. DAY
ALTITUDE ~ E XC E E D3~VO()"0~ METFRST
22
TABLE V.- SAMPLE OF OUTPUT OBTAINED IF INPUT VALUE
FOR LATITUDE EXCEEDS 45° FOR CASE WHERE
ALTITUDE CORRECTION IS TO BE APPLIED
MCKJNRlSE 1 BEGINNING JAN.
DOWNRANGfc T IME CORR. = 11.00""" '"" "
ALT ITUOE""= TOOOTO""STGN~aF~A^TTTUf)"E~COf<R".~"=-T
L "ATI T UP E ' LONG t TOOT
50 65.3,
STANDARD TIME DATE
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Figure 1.- Time interval during January-February 1968, when the illumination of the sky background at
latitude 30° N and longitude 65° W will result only from starlight.
24
SUNSET AND TWILIGHT, 1968
LOCAL MEAN TIME OF SUNSET AND END OF ASTRONOMICAL
TWILIGHT—MERIDIAN OF GREENWICH
\^Lat.









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SOUTHERN LATITUDES (July to October)
For dates on first line below, enter tables above with dates on second line,
and apply the correction (in minutes) given on the third line.
Date July 1 6 11 16 22 27 Aug. I AUK. 7 12 17 22 28 Sept. 2 Sept. 7 12 17 22 27 Oct. 3 Oct. 8
Use Jen. 0 6 10 II 20 25 Jan. 30 Feb. 4 9 14 19 24 Fob. 29 Mar. 6 10 16 20 26 Mar. 30 Apr. 4
Apply 4-1 0 -2 -3 -4 -6 . -7 -8 -» -10 -11 -12 -13 -14 -14 -14 -U -18 -U -16
(a) The GMT of sunset and end of astronomical twilight.
Figure 2.- Sample pages from the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac (ref. 3).
25
SUNRISE AND TWILIGHT, 1968
LOCAL MEAN TIME OF SUNRISE AND BEGINNING OF ASTRONOMICAL
TWILIGHT—MERIDIAN OF GREENWICH













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SOUTHERN LATITUDES (July to October)
For dates on first line below, enter tables above with dates on second line,
and apply the correction (in minutes) given on the third line.
Date July 1 « 11 18 22 27 Aug. 1 Aug. 7 12 17 22 28 Bcpt. »Sept. 7 12 17 22 27 Oct. 3 Oct. 8
Use Jan. 0 8 10 18 20 25 Jim. 30 Fob. 4 0 14 10 24 Fob. 29 Mar. 8 10 15 20 25 Mar. 30 Apr. 4
Apply +1 0 -2 -3 -4 -6 -7 -8 -9 -10 -11 -IS -13 -14 -14 -14 -15 -IS -16 -16
(b) The GMT of sunrise and beginning of astronomical twilight.
Figure 2.- Concluded. .
26
MOONRISE, NORTHERN LATITUDES, 1968

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(a) The GMT of moonrise.
Figure 3.- Sample pages from the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac (ref. 3).
27
MOONSET, NORTHERN LATITUDES, 1968

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































an illumination of sky
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Launch window which insures that
darkness conditions exist during
launch
-Launch vindow which insures that
darkness conditions exist during
reentry at Q
Launch window which insures that
darkness conditions exist during
both launch and reentry
1800 2000 2200 2400 0200 0400 0600














Figure 6.- Launch window which insures that maximum darkness conditions will exist during both launch and
660 seconds after launch when reentry occurs at Q.
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